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Abstract

The origins of gradient terms in plasticity are discussed for three different cases related to atomic distance, dislo-

cations, and finite grain size.
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1. Introduction

In the recent years several attempts were

made to introduce gradient terms into elasticity

and plasticity (see e.g. [1,2]). Gradient terms are

proved to be useful to account for experimental

evidences, but their physical origins are often un-

clear. In most cases they are introduced heuristi-

cally. The purpose of the present paper is to

demonstrate that for certain problems the precise
form of gradient terms can be strictly derived.

In the following three strongly different prob-

lems (corresponding to different length scales), the

consequences of finite lattice parameter, the influ-

ence of short range dislocation–dislocation corre-

lation, and the influence of finite grain size on

torsion deformation are analyzed. With these we

intend to demonstrate that the introduction of
gradient terms can be useful under much more

general conditions than the ones which are related

to geometrically necessary dislocations. Since the

different gradient terms are ‘‘derived’’ the corres-
ponding coefficients can be directly related the

appropriate intrinsic variable of the material con-

sidered.

2. Nonlocal effects due to finite lattice parameter

As it is well known, for a classical local conti-
nuum the speed of deformation waves does not

depend on the frequency (there is no dispersion).

However, for a crystalline material the dispersion

relation xð~kkÞ cannot be linear due to the finite

lattice parameter (at the boundaries of the Brill-

ouin-zone the xð~kkÞ curve is always perpendicular

to the surface of the Brillouin-zone). In order to

take into account this in a continuum approach we
need to assume that at a given point ~rr the stress

tijð~rrÞ does not depend only on the local strain. The

most general form of a nonlocal linear stress–

strain relation is [3,4]

tijð~rrÞ ¼
Z

Cijklð~rr �~rr0Þuk;lð~rr0Þd3~rr0; ð1Þ
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where ukð~rrÞ is the displacement field, Cijklð~rrÞ is the

nonlocal elastic moduli tensor. (The indexes after

comma always indicate derivatives with respect to

the corresponding coordinates.) This leads to the
equilibrium equation

tij;i þ fj ¼
Z

Cijkl;ið~rr �~rr0Þuk;lð~rr0Þd3~rr0 þ fj ¼ 0 ð2Þ

in which Jj is the volume force density. If the

system has infinite size and the displacement field

uk;lð~rrÞ has unique value Eq. (2) can be rewritten asZ
Cijklð~rr �~rr0Þuk;lið~rr0Þd3~rr0 þ fj ¼ 0: ð3Þ

In the simplest isotropic case it can be assumed

that

Cijklð~rrÞ ¼ C0
ijklað~rrÞ; ð4Þ

where C0
ijkl is the elastic moduli tensor of an iso-

tropic medium with Lam�ee constants k0 and l0, and

að~rrÞ is a function accounting for the nonlocal

interaction. (The classical local continuum de-

scription corresponds to að~rrÞ ¼ dð~rrÞ.) It is impor-

tant to stress that the above form is a strong

simplification restricting considerably the general-

ity of the following analysis.

The concrete form of að~rrÞ can be directly linked
to the dispersion relation of the media considered.

Namely, from Eq. (3) the Fourier transform of the

Green-function of a nonlocal medium GN
ljð~kkÞ sat-

isfies the condition

�kmkiC0
iklmG

N
ljð~kkÞað~kkÞ þ djk ¼ 0: ð5Þ

It can be seen from Eq. (5) that the Green-func-

tion of a local medium GL
ljð~kkÞ (corresponding to

að~kkÞ ¼ 1) is related to GN
ljð~kkÞ by the condition

GL
ljð~kkÞ ¼ GN

ljð~kkÞað~kkÞ: ð6Þ

According to Kunin [5] the Green-function of a

nonlocal continuum can be given with the form

GN
ljð~kkÞ ¼

klkj
qk2

DLðk2Þ
cLk2

þ 1

q
dlj

�
� klkj

k2

�
DTðk2Þ
cTk2

with jkj < kB; ð7Þ

where cL and cT are the two sound speeds, DLðk2Þ
and DTðk2Þ are functions describing the dispersion

of the longitudinal and transversal waves, q is the

density, and kB is the radius of the Brillouin-zone.

Assuming that DLðk2Þ ¼ DTðk2Þ ¼ Dðk2Þ one can

find that

GN
ljð~kkÞ ¼ Dðk2ÞGL

ljð~kkÞ: ð8Þ

By comparing Eqs. (6) and (8) we can conclude

that

Dðk2Það~kkÞ ¼ 1: ð9Þ

From Eqs. (1), (4) and (9) the Fourier trans-

form of the stress tensor is related to the strain as

tikð~kkÞ ¼ C0
iklm

1

Dðk2Þ ul;mð
~kkÞ; jkj < kB; ð10Þ

According to this, the stress in the real space is
written

tikð~rrÞ ¼
Z
kB

C0
iklm

1

Dðk2Þ ul;mð
~kkÞ expði~kk~rrÞd3~kk; ð11Þ

and the nonlocal interaction function reads

að~rrÞ ¼ aðj~rrjÞ ¼
Z
kB

1

Dðk2Þ expði~kk~rrÞd3~kk: ð12Þ

(In the absence of dispersion Dðk2Þ ¼ 1 and if

kB ! 1 expression (11) gives back the stress in a

local continuum.) With these we obtain

tijð~rrÞ ¼ C0
ijkl

Z 1

�1
aðj~ssjÞuk;lð~rr �~ssÞd3~ss: ð13Þ

By the Taylor expansion or uk;lðr � sÞ around the

points s ¼ 0 we obtain

tijð~rrÞ ¼ C0
ijkl uk;lð~rrÞ
(

þ
X1
n¼1

bnD
nuk;lð~rrÞ

)
ð14Þ

with

bn ¼
Z 1

�1
aðj~ssjÞj~ssj2nd3~ss: ð15Þ

(Similar expression was proposed by Altan and

Aifantis [6].) Since the only length scale intro-

duced into the above consideration is 1=kB which is

proportional to the lattice parameter a, one can

find from dimensionality that bn is proportional to

a2n.

According to the results obtained above we can
state that with a certain accuracy the consequences

of the finite lattice parameter can be accounted by
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the introduction of gradient terms in elasticity.

Knowing the phonon dispersion relation, the co-

efficients of the gradient terms can be determined.

3. Diffusion term in dislocation dynamics

At scale of about 100 nm plasticity is controlled

by the evolution of individual dislocations. In

order to study much larger systems a continuum

model needs to be developed. As it was shown by

Groma et al. [7–9] for a system of straight parallel
dislocations a continuum description can be di-

rectly derived from the equations of motion of

individual dislocations. This builds up the link

between micro- and meso-scales for only this ex-

tremely simplified situation, but gives the structure

of evolution equations without ad hoc assumption.

Let us consider N parallel edge dislocations with

Burgers vectors ~bbi ¼ 
~bb positioned at the points
f~rrig, i ¼ 1; . . . ;N . With the commonly accepted

assumption of over-damped dislocation motion the

velocity of the ith dislocation is determined by the

equation

d~rri
dt

¼ B
XN
j 6¼i

~bbi~bbj
j~bbjj

sindð~rri

 
�~rrjÞ þ~bbisext

!
; ð16Þ

where B is the dislocation mobility, sext is the ex-
ternal resolved shear stress, and

sindð~rrÞ ¼
lb

2pð1 � mÞ
xðx2 � y2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ2

ð17Þ

is the shear stress created by a dislocation at the

point ~rr ¼ ðx; yÞ. As it is explained in details in

[7], after multiplying Eq. (16) by the delta function

dð~rr �~rriÞ and performing a separate summation for

the positive and negative sign dislocations we ar-
rive at the evolution equations of the positive and

negative sign dislocation densities qþð~rrÞ, q�ð~rrÞ:
oqþð~rr1; tÞ

ot
þ
Z

o

o~rr1
fqþþð~rr1;~rr2; tÞ � qþ�ð~rr1;~rr2; tÞg

�~bbsindð~rr1 �~rr2Þd~rr2 ¼ 0; ð18Þ

oq�ð~rr1; tÞ
ot

þ
Z

o

o~rr1
fq��ð~rr1;~rr2; tÞ � q�þð~rr1;~rr2; tÞg

�~bbsindð~rr1 �~rr2Þd~rr2 ¼ 0; ð19Þ

where qþ�; q�þ; q�� are the two-particle density

functions with the corresponding signs. (Here the

dislocation densities originally consisting of delta

functions are replaced with their statistical average
so, they are a smooth function of the space coor-

dinates.)

For the further considerations it is useful to

introduce the correlation functions dij defined by

qijð~rr1;~rr2; tÞ ¼ qið~rr1Þqjð~rr2Þð1 þ dijð~rr1 �~rr2ÞÞ
i; j ¼ þ;�: ð20Þ

By adding and subtracting Eqs. (18) and (19) the

following evolution equations can be obtained for

the total qð~rr; tÞ ¼ qþð~rr; tÞ þ q�ð~rr; tÞ and the sign
jð~rr; tÞ ¼ qþð~rr; tÞ � q�ð~rr; tÞ dislocation densities (for

details see [9]):

oqð~rr; tÞ
ot

þ o

o~rr
~bb½jð~rr; tÞfsintð~rr; tÞ þ sext þ ssð~rrÞg� ¼ 0

ð21Þ

ojð~rr; tÞ
ot

þ o

o~rr
~bb½qð~rr; tÞfsintð~rr; tÞ þ sext þ ssð~rrÞg� ¼ 0

ð22Þ

with

sintð~rrÞ ¼
Z

jð~rr1Þsindð~rr �~rr1Þdp~rr1 ð23Þ

and

ssð~rrÞ ¼
Z

jð~rr1Þdpð~rr �~rr1Þsindð~rr �~rr1Þdp~rr1 ð24Þ

in which dp ¼ 1=4ðdþþ þ d�� þ dþ� þ dþ�Þ. The

stress field sintð~rrÞ defined above can be considered

as the self-consistent field created by the local

excess of sign in the dislocation density. (In the
framework outlined dislocation annihilation and

multiplication can also be accounted by adding a

source term to the right hand side of Eq. (21).)

The actual form of dp is difficult to determine,

but numerical studies show that it decays to zero

within a few dislocation spacing. Because of this,

in the integral in Eq. (24) the function jð~rr1Þ can be

approximated by its Taylor expansion around the
point~rr. Keeping only the first nonvanishing term

we arrive at
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ssð~rrÞ ¼ � ojð~rrÞ
o~rr

Z
ð~rr �~rr1Þdpð~rr �~rr1Þsindð~rr �~rr1Þd2~rr1:

ð25Þ

Since dpð~rrÞ does not depend directly on ~rr but onffiffiffi
q

p
~rr by dimensionality reasons, and since the shear

stress sindð~rrÞ is proportional to 1=r Eq. (25) can be

rewritten as

ssð~rrÞ ¼ � ojð~rrÞ
o~rr

1

qð~rrÞ

Z
~xxdpð~xxÞsindð~xxÞd2~xx;

~xx ¼ ffiffiffi
q

p
~rr: ð26Þ

From the symmetry properties of dpð~rrÞ (it is an
even function) and from the actual form of sindð~rrÞ
one can conclude that

ssð~rrÞ ¼ �
~bbl

2pð1 � mÞqð~rrÞD
ojð~rrÞ
o~rr

; ð27Þ

where D is dimensionless constant. It is important

to note that the self-consistent field sintð~rrÞ given by

the expression (23) cannot be approximated by a
gradient term since, as a consequence of 1=r decay

of the kernel sindð~rrÞ, all of the expansion coeffi-

cients are infinite.

As it can be seen from the above given deri-

vation of continuum description of dislocation

evolution, in first approximation the short range

dislocation–dislocation correlation effects can be

accounted by introducing a gradient term. The
length scale determining the strength of this dif-

fusion like term is the dislocation spacing 1=
ffiffiffi
q

p
.

We would like to stress at this point that the

quantity j introduced above can be considered as

geometrically necessary dislocation density. If it is

nonzero at a certain point the dislocation ensemble

has a ‘‘local’’ net Burgers vector (in the D~AA infini-

tesimal surface element D~bb ¼ bjD~AA). According to
Eq. (23), j is the source of the long range internal

stress. The term long range is used on the sense

that the characteristic length scale of this stress

component is longer than the dislocation spacing.

Concerning the problem whether at this length

scale the gradient term is directly related to the

existence of geometrically necessary dislocations

we can say yes it is (see Eq. (27)). However, it is
important to see clearly that the coefficient D is

determined by the short range dislocation–dislo-

cation correlation properties (in the simplified case

considered here it is described by the function dp)

and not by the geometrically necessary disloca-

tions. So it can be stated that the gradient term in a
continuum theory of dislocations describes a sort

of coupling between the short range dislocation–

dislocation correlation properties and the geo-

metrically necessary dislocations.

4. Gradient effects due to finite grain size

Torsion deformation results in strongly inho-

mogeneous deformation inside the sample, so tor-

sion test is ideal to study whether gradient terms
need to be introduced in the stress–strain con-

stitutive relation in a continuum plasticity model

[2].

In order to investigate gradient effects which

may appear on about 100 lm scale, cylindrical

samples of electrolytic copper with diameter of

4 mm and a gauge length of 40 mm were deformed

up to three different shear strain at the surface in
a free-end torsion machine and with a constant

shear rate of 0.014 s�1. After these, microhardness

measurements were carried out on the cross-sec-

tion of the deformed samples with a Leitz hardness

tester at 2 N load, resulting in indentation sizes of

50–100 lm and a Shimadzu DUH-202 dynamic

hardness tester at 0.2 N load, producing indenta-

tion sizes of 10–20 lm.
The obtained microhardness versus distance

from the torsional axis curves are plotted in Fig. 1.

As it can be seen, the microhardness increases mo-

notonously from the axis toward the surface. A

very important feature of the observed results is

that for the two samples deformed up to 3.2 and

6.33 surface strain the microhardnesses at the

center differ from the microhardness of the unde-
formed sample. Since, due to simple symmetry

reasons the strain has to vanish at the center, the

results contradict with the assumption of tradi-

tional local plasticity, according to which the local

flow stress depends only on the local strain. (As is

discussed in details in [10], the above results can-

not be due to the finite indentation size.)

In order to determine the physical origin of the
nonlocal effect observed, microhardness measure-
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ments were performed on samples torsionally de-
formed up to the same surface strain but having

different grain size (0.02–0.08 mm). It was found

that the excess hardening at the torsional axis in-

creases linearly with increasing grain size. So, the

gradient effects observed in these measurements

are clearly related to the finite grain size. On the

basis of these results it can be stated that if we

want to describe the properties of polycrystalline
material within the framework of a constitutive

stress–strain relation (i.e. the grains are not con-

sidered individually) under certain circumstances

gradient effects need to be introduced with a char-

acteristic length scale proportional to the grain

size.

5. Summary and conclusions

It was demonstrated on three different cases

that the collective nonlocal properties of systems

with high degrees of freedom can often be de-

scribed by introducing gradient terms into the

corresponding equations. However, the actual

forms of the terms, and the values of the para-
meters depend on the problem investigated, so we

believe there is no such a thing as a ‘‘general’’

gradient plasticity theory. The geometrically nec-

essary dislocations represent only one possible

sources of the gradient effects. Depending on the

problem, among many other things the intrinsic

length scale can be the lattice parameter, the dis-

location spacing, or the grain size.
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